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Magnetic inclination of basaltic lavas 
from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 37"N 

Three of the samples discussed here (CH 31-DR 1-1 11; 
CH 31-DR 2-122: CH 31-DR 4-200) represent material 
dredeed durine the RV Jean Charcot CH 31 cruise of 1972 

, DLRING the course of the ~ r e n c h - ~ m e r i c a n  Mid-Oceanic (refs-6 and 7; The remaining six samples (ARP 73-10-02; 
Undersea Study (FAMOUS), many samples of basaltic ARP 74-10-15; ARP 74-11-17: ARP 74-13-24: ARP 74-14- 
pillow lava were collected from the axial region of the 31: and ARP 74-17-40) were collected by a telemanipulated 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 37"N. The vertical axes and the arm operated from the bathyscaphe Archimède during the 
tops of nine of these samples have been determined fairly FAMOUS diving programmes of 1973 and 1974 (refs 8 and 
accurately, allowing calculations of magnetic inclination at  9). The locations of the sampling sites are shown in Fig. 1. 
the time of the cooling of the lavas to be made with Six samples were collected in the axial part of the Rift 
reasonable confidence., Valley, the remaining three come from the region of the 

According to modern conceptions of seafloor creation, intersection of the Rift Valley and Transform Fault 'A' 
basalts from the axial regions of the mid-ocean ridges near 36"57'N. The age of the samples can be inferred 
should he Young, and therefore magnetised in approxi- from a variety of methods. 
mately the same direction as the present geomagnetic field. The oxygen isotope ratio for a rock from dredge haul 
But the few magnetic measurements that have been made CH 31-DR 1 indicates that the material is very fresh, 
on basalts collected irrefutably on the crustal block res- having suffered no noticeable seawater contamination (G. 
ponsible for the existence of the axial magnetic anomaly Pineau, M. Javoy and J. Bottinga, personal communica- 
have yielded conflicting resultsl-'. Normal polarity has been tion). Samples from dredge CH 31-DR 2, dated on a rela- 
found in samples from the Reykjanes Ridge1 and from the tive scale by measurements of the thickness of the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 45"N (refs 2-4). but mixed or palagonite-manganese coating1° are dated at  less than 
reversed polarities were found in two of six basalt cores 170.000 yr BP. No age determination is available yet for 
drilled within the Rift Valley at the same latitude" The samples from dredge CH 31-DR 4. 
mean magnetic inclination at a site cannot be reliably cal- The youngest rock of the set of Archimède samples in 
culated if the number of satisfactorily reoriented samples the inner floor of the Rift Valley is probably ARP 74-10-15, 
is too small or if the direction of magnetisation is erratic which exhibited fresh glass on the chilled margin, followed 
within a single pillow or between samples. Although these by ARP 74-11-17, which was sampled in a talus pile barren 
conditions seem to have been met for samples dredged of sediment, and which showed very little preserved glass. 
from 45"N (ref. 4). the mean magnetic inclination is 20" Both are olivine b a s a l t ~ ' ~ ~  representing the youngest erup- 
lower than expected. tives in that section of the Rift Valley, probably emplaced 

Table 1 Magnetic properties of specimens of pillow lavas from the rift valley of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 37 N 

Location* 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Saniple number 

CH 31-DR1-l l l 

CH 31-DR2-122 

CH 31-DR4-200 

ARP 73-10-02 (1) 

ARP 73-10-02 (2) 

ARP 74-10-15 (1) 

ARP 74-10-15 (2) 

ARP 74-11-17 (1) 

ARP 74-1 1-17 (2) 

ARP 74-1 1-17 (3) 

ARP 74-13-24 (1) 

ARP 74-1 3-24 (2) 

ARP 74-1 3-24 (3) 

ARP 74-14-31 (1) 

ARP 74-14-31 (2) 

ARP 74-14-31 (3) 

ARP 74-17-40 (1) 

ARP 74-17-40 (2) 

Specimen Jot MDF 

* Location refers to numbered sites in Fig. 1. Sample number is eventually followed by core number (in brackets); U, upper specimen; L. 
lower specimen: G, glass on specimen. 

t JO. mean intensity of niagnetisation before cleaning (10- e.m.u. cm-=). : MDF. median destructive field in peak oersted. 
5 Is  and 1, are magnetic inclinations before and after cleaning, respectively. 

0, angular deviation between the directions of niagnetisations of the two specimens from the same core. 
' Ic, mean inclination of core. 
** ID mean inclination of pillow. Is, O, Ic and ID calculated after a.f. demagnetisation. 
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within the past 10.000 yr (refs 10 and 11). The  age of 
sample A R P  73-10-2 is bracketed between 30.000 and 
100,000 yr on  the basis of these palagonite -manganese 
c o a t i n g ~ ' ~ .  Fission-track dating (D. Storzer, personal com- 
munication) shows that this sarnple was formed less than 
50,000 yr ago. 

The  remaining three Archimède samples ( A R P  74-13-24; 
A R P  74-14-31: and A R P  74-17-40) come from the axial 
portion of Transform Fault 'A' in the region close to its 
intersection with the Rift Valley. Sample A R P  74-13-24 was 
taken 4 km east of the axis of the Rift Valley segment on 
a tmall north-south ridge which structurally is part of the 
Rift Valley wall. Its age should be about 770.(K)O-300,000 yr 
according to spreading rates for the eastern limh of the 
Rift Valley, calculated from magnetic profilesb~". Sample 
A R P  74-14-31, with a ropey surface shohing flow direction, 
has a preserbed glassy crust and a palagonite layer oberlain 
by a thin rnanganese coating. Samples at  this site. on the 
edge of a tension gash associated with the left lateral shear 
of Transform Pault 'A' (ref. 9). are the youngest specimens 
collected in the Transform Fault. This estimate is supported 
by a fission-track age (D. Storzer, personal communication) 

of less than 45.000 yr. Sample A R P  74-17-40. closest to  the 
accreting plate boundary, has textural and structural 
features similar to those of rocks determined to be intru- 
sives from field evidence. It was sampled on a tectonic 
scarp which exhibits a layered sequence (possihly a trun- 
cated sill) 1.5 km east of the deep axis of the Rift Valley. 
Its age. inferred from spreading rates. should he less than 
100.000 to 113,000 yr (refs 6 and 12). Spreading rate values 
averaged over the Brunhes Epoch may not necessarily, 
however, be applicable to  an area which may be tee- 
tonically and volcanically active. Fission-track age5 for thi\ 
gencral region are al1 less than 300,000 yr (D. Storzer, 
personal communication). 

On the comhined ebidence of fisîion-track dating. cal- 
culated opening rates. palagonite and manganese thickness. 
and field ohservationî, it seemî certain that al1 the 
rcoriented rocks were emplaced during the Brunhes kpoch. 
so that a proper scheme of reorientation should reveal that  
the samples are al1 normally magnetised. Any n e g a t i ~ e  
inclinations could he attributahle to eruptives that coolrtd 
during the Laschamps (reberse) geomagnetic excursion. 
which may have occurred between 10,000 and 15.000 yr BI,,  

Fig. 1 Bathymetry of parts of the Rift Valley and Transform Fault "A" (21) shouing sanipling sites ( ~ k b l e  1) and boundariez (heavy 
dashed lines) of the crust formed during the Brunhes Epoch6. The sampling sites are taken from iefs 6 .  8 and 9. The location of g r~dee  2 
(dotted line) is only indicative. The nurnbered locations refer to the fir\t cntr) in Table 1. The Rîft Valley sites are al1 clearly within the 

Brunhes block and should therefore habe normal polarity. 



or during the Blake reverse event (or excursion) with a n  
inferred duration of about 10,000 yr and a mean age close 
to 110.000 yr sr (see ref. 5). 

The partial reorientation of sarnples from the sea floor 
is possible first, for cores, assuming that the axis of drilling 
is vertical (in practice, deviation from the vertical can 
reach 15'; ref. 5 and, second, for magnetically viscous 
samples, using various magnetic test?: refs 2, 13 and 14). 
(these methods shouid obviously he applied only to rocks 
whose viscosity has heen estahlished: the) cannot he used 
for the samples discussed here hecause their viscosity index 
is too s m a l l l ~ ;  third, for pillow-lavas exhihiting one or  more 
volcanic features considered to be criteria of polarity'.'. 

The last method is the only one uhich gibes indications 
of the orientation o f  the pillow-lava during cooling hecause 
it is independent of possihle suhsequent changes of position. 

De Boer et al.' have listed four v:)lcanic features thought 
to be diagnostic of vertical and top: the flattened-o\al 
shape of pillows: the location of necks interconnecting 
pillows a t  their bases; stemlike extensions conimonly at  the 
hases. of pillows; and hasal stalactites on the concate side 
of a crust from la\a tunnels o r  tumuli. Of thc\e, the last 
seems to he the most reliahle (see, for example. ref. 16) 
but it can give only a polarity and cannot gikc the vertical 
because the position of the la ta  crust with stalactites on the 
tumulus or  tunnel cannot be knnwn a priori. In another 
study'. the horizontal was aswimed to he parallel to the 
equatorial plane of the pillou hut the assunied error of 20' 
(ref .  4 )  is prohablq tao low, bccause the metliod relies 
strongly on questionable conceptions of how piIlou5 formIb, 
and assumes that the pillou cooled on a horizontal surface. 
A further possihility, that of using surface glaïs coating as 
a guide to  the original orientation, is not reliahle hecause 
pillows often curl during their formation. 

.4n improved criterion of orientation came from field 
ohsercations made from the American suhmersihle .Al\in 
in the inner floor of the Rift Valley in the FAMOLS 
area"~". It was noted that. on the tops of lava flows. serics 
of ledges commonly occur along the inner walls of collapsed 
feeder tubes. The ledges record the various lebels a t  which 
la\a flowed through the tubes" much as rings in a büthtub 
register successive water l eve l~ '~ .  These frozen-in lava 
lekels uere  ohserved to he nearly horizontal in  situ, and 
the! p r o ~ i d e  a reliahle guide to saniple orientation for 
palaeomagnetic s t u d i e ~ ' ~ .  The ninc samples for which 
meawrements are reported here are the only ones among 
al1 the rack\ sanipled hy the French team in the F A M O U S  
area showing the 'hathtuh ring' criterion or  a modification 
of the criterion. Somc examples are shown in Figs 2 and 3. 

In sample CH 31-DR 4-200 (Fig. 2b). a small flattish 
ledge occurs near the core of a pillow exhihiting a glassy 
margin. The upper surface of the ledge is ver) smooth and 
contrasts with the o\erlying, suhparallel wall. which has a 
rugose texture impo\ed by the pre5ence of small septae 
and laha stalactite\. The vertical is taken normal to the  
flattish ledge and the polarity is giken by the relationship 
between the rugose stalactite-hearing surface and the 
smoother, upward-facing surface. The flattish glassy surface 
is tilted about 30' from the horizontal. 

The angular discrcpancy hetween the glassy surface and 
the horizontal is more extreme in the case of sample 
A R P  73-10-02 where the glassy surface is nearly vertical 
(Fig. 2c). In the interior of the pillow a series of elongate 
cavities with smooth flattish floors and more irregular roofs 
gives a good ind,ication of the vertical a t  the time of 
cooling. 

In sample A R P  74-11-17 F i g .  2d) ,  the glassy surface is 
o n  top and nearly horizontal. The vertical is taken to be 
normal to a line of small, elongate. asymmetric cavities. 
The true vertical could deviate slightly, hecause the cavi- 
ties seem to  he en échelon (Fig. 3) and the vertical axis 
could have been taken perpendicular to  the parallel long 

axes of the caçities. The  polarity is not, however. in douht 
and is given by hoth the as)rnmetry of the cavities and by 
the lava stalactites on a large surface (Fig. 3). 

Sample A R P  74-14-31 shows a superposition of two, 
approximately horizontal, ropey laka surfaces (Fig. 2 0 ) .  
A confirmation of the field determination is provided by a n  
elongate cavity helow the upper ropey crust and by well 
developed stalactites on  the hottom of the sample. 

Suitahle samples for reorientation could not he found 
in the collection made from the diving saucer Cyana, 
hecause of their small size. Similarly, only the very large 
dredge samples could he used with any confidence. 

One  to  three vertical cores, about 10 cm long. were drilled 
through each of the  nine samples of reoriented pillow lava 
hasalts. The  upper and the lower parts of each core were 
sawn Rat, giving two specimens of about  30 g. All 36 speci- 
mens were suhmitted t o  magnetic study, including alternating 
field treatment up to  850 oersted (Tahle 1). In several cases, 
the intensities of magnetisation and the median destructive 
field (MDF)  were quite different from one specimen t o  
another, even within a single core. In  particular, the glassy 
parts of a sample are systematically much less magnetised 
than non-glassy parts. The very high coercivities shown hy 

Fig. 2 Four selected pillou lavas displaying characteristic 
features for reorientation (tce test). Arrows, ~ertical-downward 
at the tinie of cooling. n. ARP 74-14-031 : h. CH 31-DR-4-200; 

c, ARP 73-IO-02C: d, ARP 74-11-17. 

the glassy portions of the samples prohahly reflect in part 
the snialler grain size. As previously pointed out2' the 
hetween-specimen bariability indicates that large samples 
(or the a ~ e r a g i n g  of reïults from several specimens from 
each pillow) are generally required to  obtain signiticant data 
on  the intenïitiec of magnetisation of suhmarine extrusives. 

All of the specimens have a positive magnetic inclination. 
The alternating field treatment induced small changes in 
direction, prohahly hy the r e m o ~ a l  of weak parasitic mag- 
netisations acquired during drilling. Bccause the samples 
are not viscous. no  signifieance can he attached t o  the 
sign of the inclination change during cleaning. In some 
cases, the directions of magnetisation after cleaning remain 
significantly different for the upper and the lower specimen 
from a single core. In particular, the upper part of pillow 
A R P  74-13-24 is characterised by a magnetic inclination 
10-15" higher than that of the lower part of the pillow. 



In calculating the mean inclination of a pillow we have 
rejected data obtained from cores exhihiting a deviation 
larger than 5" in their directions of magnetication (after 
cleaning) between the upper and the lower part of the 
pillow. 

The overall mean magnetic inclination, calculated from 
the mean \-alues for eight pillow basalts, is equal to  56'. It 
corresponds exactly with - t he  inclination of the present 
geomagnetic field (International Geomagnetic Reference 
Field. 1965). which is the same as the inclination of an axial 
dipole field. At two drill sites of DSDP leg 37, West of the 
FAMOUS area. natural remanent inclinations were also 
found to be close to the d i ~ o l e  value for the area and to 
match this local anomaly sense'' although anomalons 
shallow inclinations were found at a third site. 

We thank the officers, crew and scientific parties of the 
Jean Charlot and the Bathyscaphe Archimède. P. Bordier 
for help with the magnetic mrasurements, D. Bideau for 
preparation of the samples, J. G .  Moore for describing, 
before publication. the orientation criterion recognised 
during the Alvin dives, and Dakid Needham for useful 
comments. 
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Fig. 3 a, Close-up of ca,ity alignment in sample ARP 74-1 1-17 
(Fig. 2 d ) ;  b, stalaçtite-beariny wrface (kertical-upward into 
picture)at the base of ropr) lava ARP74-14-031 (chown in Fig. 2 ) :  
c, close-up of horizontal ca,ity below upper ropey surface 

of sample ARP 74-14-031 (Fig. 20). 

This may indicate variations in space of the geomagnetic 
field at the site of cooling, because of disturhances caused 
hy the neighbouring labas. The large inclination found for 
sample ARP 74-11-17 may be real and result from secular 
\ariation. :\lternati\el), it nia? he the result of a small error 
in the orientation.as discussed ahove. 
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